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ABSTRACT

He find some relationships between the usual AKNS scheme

with the super one, when its elements take value from the Grassmann

algebra on a two-dimensional vector space. The solutions of these super

AKNS equations are discussed.
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In Ref.lll, a hierarchy of super AKNS equations and its Lax pair

is given in the case of polynomials in t, to the third order. The super

AKNS equations read (replacing p by -p)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where q,r are even elements; P(q) = P(r) - 0, a,p are odd elements;

P(o) - P(S) - 1. q,r,a,fS are functions of x,t and dn, d,, d^ and d

are functions of t •

If q,r,a,B are taken values from the Grassmann algebra [2] on a

two-dimensional vector space V = { e . ^ }

rt

, e, +
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where q^, q., rJf r,, dj, a^, P p P2
 a r e s o m e u s u al unknown functions,

then Eqs.(l)-(4) reduce to the following equations

(6)
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where

(10)

iCx>™4, n ri - r , \ -1r; y, |W* p.)
en)

They are eight equations bat (o.,o,) and/or (fi ,p ) satisfy the same

equations, respectively. We note that Eqs.{6) and (7) for q,,r are

nothing but the usual AKNS equation associated with the Lax pair [3]

(linearized equations).

C =<

when we find a solution for (qj.Tj) of Eqs.(6) and (7), and substitute it

into Eqs.(8) and (9), then Eqs.(8) and (9) are linear equations for (a^.p^

Using Eq.(12) and eliminating the parameter £ in Eq.(13), then

Eq.(13) can be vritten in the alternative form

(15)

It is amusing that Eqs.(8) and (9) for (a,,0.) coincide with Eqs.(15)

and (16) for (^.^J. It can be concluded that the solutions of (8)

and (9) are nothing but the eigenfunctions of the usual Lax pairs (12) and (13).

(c is an arbitrary constant), Eqs.(10) andWhen fi, ~ cp-

(11) for q , r reduce to a coupled linear homogeneous equation

(12)

Lax pair

= A 9,

(13)
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(17)

The coupled equation (17) is nothng but the temporal evolution equation of the

linearized equation for the usual AKNS equations (6) and (7), We can concludr

that the solutions of Eq.(17) for Cq^.r,) are the symmetry of the usual AKNS

equation [M .

By raeans of cumbersome but straightforward calculations, we have proved

that the squared eigenfunctions tfj,^)- Of-the. Lax pair (12) and (13) are

the solutions of Eqs.(17) for q^.r,. In the general case, Oj % ca, or

pj # cjJ~ we can use the completeness of the squared generalized eigenfunctions

of AKNS system [5!. to give the solution for (q^.r-) of the coupled inhoosogeneous

equations (10) and (11). We shall publish it elsewhere.

As an example, we take d

Eqs.(l)-(4) reduce to t>he super KdV equation

=
.

Eqs.(6)-(11) reduce to

+ (

4, S = 0 and r = -1.

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

Similar equations have been deduced in Ref.[6], Eq.(19) is the famous KdV

equation, its Lax pair is as follows;
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f r t =
(22)

It is well-known that one soliton solution of the KdV equation (19) is

the eigenfunction of the Lax pair is

1 = C c, T, + c, y t)
where Cj, c, are arbitrary constants, and f,, ^ a r e a s follows

^=[3 +
Solution (23) does not belong to L (-«,-). If we want

zero quickly, when |xj •• « , we take £ •+ k, then

we obtain the soliton-like solution as follows

(24)

to tend to

(25)

(26)

In this case, Eq.(21) reduces to the linearized equation of the KdV equation.

There are two sets of symmetries [7],(8)

K symmetry

when q. is one soliton solution _ K is linear-dependent with

(27)
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symmetry

There are only two symmetries

(28)

are local, but T _ does not tend to zero as |

soliton-like solution

We obtain one local

To conclude we list some problems:

1. How to prove the above results for all super AKNS hierarchies;

2. Whether the same results appear in another integrable super system.

3. When we take values from the Grassmann algebra on the n dimension

vector space, what will happen?
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